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Chapter 9

Comparative study

The previous chapter has already established that the overwhelming majority of DIP words
(be they lexical or purely functional) is derived from Portuguese. It is now necessary to
take the analysis beyond this stage and explore to what extent DIP aligns with either
Gujarati or Portuguese in typological terms, and to what extent it diverges from both.
This chapter therefore carries out a comparative study focusing on selected aspects of
phonology, phonetics and morphosyntax, and contrasting DIP with both Gujarati and
(Classical) Portuguese. The features explored are intended as illustrations only, given
that a full comparative study is beyond the scope of this work. It is therefore important to
clarify that the evidence provided here cannot be used to quantify the relative contribution
of Gujarati and Portuguese to the structural make-up of DIP.

There is also a diachronic side to this chapter attempting to establish, to the extent
possible, the origin of particular DIP features and its developmental chronology. DIP has
been in sustained contact with both Gujarati and Portuguese for over four centuries, which
makes it a privileged testing ground for the hypothesis that the initial moments of contact
are particularly decisive in establishing the features of a high-contact variety - see section
9.7 for further discussion. Linguistic change being all-pervasive, a�ecting all the languages
involved in the equation, it is relevant to establish whether the drift of DIP has been tied
onto change a�ecting Portuguese or Gujarati.

The �rst section (section 9.1) contrasts DIP phonology and phonetics - as described
in chapter 5 - with the Portuguese and Gujarati systems, from a diachronic perspective.
Section 9.2, on morphology, deals speci�cally with nominal and verbal in�ection. A com-
parative study of personal pronoun, possessive and deictic paradigms can be found in 9.3,
while 9.4 is dedicated to the issue of basic word order. Section 9.5 is rather speci�c, con-
trasting the three languages with respect to certain aspects of case-marking. A selection
of syntactic constructions and precepts is analysed in 9.6, including the syntax of content
questions, copular and comparative constructions, passivisation, complex predicates, neg-
ative concord and the form of utterance complements. Finally, 9.7 draws some conclusions
from the comparative exercise.
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9.1 Phonology and phonetics

In order to assess the contribution of any language to the formation of a contact variety, we
must know not only the present states of the relevant languages but also their past stages;
it would be convenient to have an idea of the exact sort of input available in early 16th-
century Diu, but our knowledge of the past stages of languages is usually bound to written
sources and therefore to relatively prestigious varieties which may not necessarily corre-
spond to the input for the formative pool of high-contact languages. Gujarati diachronic
phonology is not as developed as desirable; for European Portuguese, on the other hand,
some information is available not only on the (more or less) standard varieties of the 16th
century but also on dialectal variation. We will see that the present-day phonology of
DIP retains certain features from Portuguese that are nowadays either lost or retracted to
dialectal speech; in this respect the study of DIP contributes to advance our knowledge of
the chronology of phonological change in Portuguese.

This section is organised as follows. Subsections 9.1.1 and 9.1.2 will in turn describe
the phonologies of Portuguese and Gujarati, both past (to de�ne the initial input) and
present (to assess their patterns of change) while establishing links with synchronic DIP
phonology. 9.1.3 draws some conclusions concerning the in�uence of both Gujarati and
Portuguese onto the phonology of DIP.

9.1.1 Diachronic phonology of Portuguese

The vocalic system of Classical Portuguese does not di�er greatly from Modern Portuguese,
except with respect to the unstressed vowels. Figure 9.1 charts the vocalic system of
Classical Portuguese. All segments were allowed in atonic position, and all except the one
enclosed in brackets occurred in stressed position.1

(5)

u•

o•

O•

a•

E•

e•

i•

Figure 9.1: Oral vocalic inventory of Classical Portuguese (adapted from Castro 1991)

The nasal vowel inventory of Classical Portuguese2 was reduced in relation to the array

116th-century grammarians such as Fernão de Oliveira (1536) and Duarte Nunes de Leão (1576) already
noted that, while [5] did occur in stressed position, it was an allophone of /a/ licensed by a subsequent
nasal phoneme.

2Written sources cannot be conclusive as to the actual pronunciation of all these segments in Classical
Portuguese; if, for instance, the low nasal phoneme /ã/ were realised as [�5], the system would be equivalent
to that of Modern Portuguese - see Figure 9.4 below. It is more likely that the phoneme had a low
realisation, however, as this segment occurs in a number of Portuguese-lexi�ed creoles and it is retained in
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of oral vowels, charted in Figure 9.2:

�u•

õ•

ã•

�e•

�i•

Figure 9.2: Nasal vocalic inventory of Classical Portuguese (adapted from Teyssier 2001)

As far as the vocalic segments go, the most conspicuous change in Portuguese since the
16th century has to do with the unstressed vowels. Across the centuries, the unstressed
mid back vowels /O/ and /o/ have risen to /u/, the unstressed low vowel /a/ has risen to
/5/, and the unstressed mid front vowels /E/ and /e/ have centralised to /@/. Very few
exceptions to this tendency remain in Modern European Portuguese. The same consider-
ations on the occurrence of [5] in stressed position still apply, along with some additional
contexts such as in a diphthong /5j/. Figure 9.3 charts the oral vocalic system of Modern
Portuguese. All vowels outside brackets occur in tonic position, and all italicised segments
are allowed in unstressed position.

(5)

(@)

u•

o•

O•

a•

E•

e•

i•

Figure 9.3: Oral vocalic inventory of Modern Portuguese

The nasal vowels of Modern Portuguese are given in Figure 9.4.

�5•

�u•

õ•�e•

�i•

Figure 9.4: Nasal vocalic inventory of Modern Portuguese

some of the most conservative dialects of northern Portugal (see Mateus and d'Andrade 2000).
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The only di�erence of the modern-day inventory when compared to that in Figure 9.2
is that, in the standard variety, /ã/ has been replaced with /�5/. Northern Portuguese
dialects still retain the previous low realisation of the phoneme.

Table 9.1 below presents the phonemic system of Portuguese around 1500, as recon-
structed from written sources.

Bilabial Lab-dent. Dental Alveolar P-alveo. Retro�ex Palatal Velar Uvular
Plosive p b t d k g
Nasal m n (ñ)
Trill r
Tap/Flap R
Fricative f v s z S

s„ z„
A�ricate Ù Ã
Approx j
Lab. appr w
Lateral l L

Table 9.1: Consonant inventory of Classical Portuguese, (adapted from Teyssier 2001)

It would be imprudent to assume old written sources could ever capture the full dialectal
range of Portuguese around 1500; furthermore, it is not always evident when a particular
change began and when it was completed. One such process of change, as will be seen
in section 9.1.3, relates to the exact period in which the a�ricate /Ã/ gave place to the
fricative /Z/. Data from contact varieties such as DIP, for which a clear chronological
starting point can be advanced, turn out to be essential to clarify such questions; in this
particular case, I have decided to include the a�ricate segment in Table 9.1 instead of
the fricative precisely because modern DIP data shows the a�ricate is the only relevant
etymological variant.

One further comment concerning the system of the fricatives is that, by the time contact
between Gujarati and Portuguese began in Diu, a widespread wave of simpli�cation had
already cancelled the plosive release of Old Portuguese [>ts] and [

>
dz] and in the process had

given rise to an opposition between two close sets of fricatives: /s/ and /z/, on the one
hand, and apico-alveolar /s„/ and /z„/ on the other (see Cunha and Cintra 1984).

In early Classical Portuguese, /ñ/ had a much more limited distribution than it does
in Modern Portuguese, the reason for which it is bracketed in Table 9.1. This segment was
epenthetically added to resolve several hiatuses involving a nasal vowel other than /�u/ and
an oral vowel. A full discussion of the phenomenon and its signi�cance for the formation
of DIP can be found in section 9.1.3.

The alveolar lateral segment of Classical Portuguese velarised in syllable-�nal position
(cf. Teyssier 2001:102), which is still the case at present.

Table 9.2 below presents the inventory of Modern Portuguese consonants with phono-
logical status.
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Bilabial Lab-dent. Dental Alveolar P-alveo. Retrof. Palatal Velar Uvular
Plosive p b t d k g
Nasal m n ñ
Trill r ö
Tap/Flap [R]
Fricative f v s z S Z
A�ricate
Approx. j
Lab. appr. w
Lateral l L

Table 9.2: Consonant inventory of Modern Portuguese

A comparison of Tables 9.1 and 9.2 reveals that the fricative system of Portuguese
has simpli�ed somewhat. The four way alveolar paradigm has reduced to two segments3,
resulting in /s/ and /z/ for standard Portuguese and /s„/ and /z„/ for the central dialects.
A�ricates are now also exclusive to dialectal speech; in standard Portuguese, the trans-
formation of Old Portuguese /Ã/ into /Z/ is complete, while Old Portuguese /Ù/ and /S/
have fused.

A uvular articulation of the trill has become widespread in standard Portuguese in
optional alternation with its alveolar counterpart. /ñ/ has gained more prominence in
Modern Portuguese.

9.1.2 Diachronic phonology of Gujarati

The diachronic exercise done for Portuguese in the previous section can unfortunately not
be completely replicated for Gujarati, as there is little accessible information concerning
Middle (i.e. 15th-century through 18th-century) Gujarati. The data presented in Figure
9.5 therefore concerns modern standard Gujarati only.

@

u•

o•

(O)•

a•

(E)•

e•

i•

Figure 9.5: Oral vocalic inventory of Modern Gujarati

The brackets in Figure 9.5 are meant to show that the mid-high and mid-low vowels
only contrast in very limited contexts4, and that it is /E/ and /O/ which occur more rarely.

3The dialects of Northeastern Portugal are exceptional in that they still retain the opposition between
all four segments.

4In certain dialects, no opposition whatsoever obtains between these two sets of vowels (cf. Modi 1994),
and the status of the mid-low vowels have long been a matter of debate (see Turner 1925, Pandit 1955)
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Vowel length is not contrastive, but di�erences in length do obtain according to phonetic
contexts (e.g. vowels tend to be longer in word-�nal position and in monosyllables).

Nasality is phonological in Gujarati, and so is breathy voice (murmur in traditional
descriptions of Gujarati), as minimal pairs do obtain between breathy voiced and homor-
ganic oral vowels. A breathy voiced realisation at the phonetic level can also be caused by
the presence of a subsequent aspirated consonant (e.g. the /a/ in Gandhi). Saurashtrian
Gujarati is notable in that breathy voice is less prevalent than in the Standard.5 On the
other hand, Saurashtrian is said to be the dialect where nasalisation is the most ubiquitous
- Standard Gujarati has entered a phase of progressive vowel desanalisation, which does
not a�ect Saurashtrian to the same extent.

Gujarati allows both rising and dropping diphthongs, contrast for instance /jad/ `mem-
ory' with /p@jsa/ `money' (apud Mistry 1997:659). In addition, a �nal /-i/ or /-u/ after a
vowel may be diphthongised, giving rise to pairs such as [rai]/[ray] `mustard' and [beu]/[beV]
`both' (Cardona and Suthar 2003:666).

Table 9.3 presents the phonological inventory of Modern Gujarati, as retrieved from
several sources.

Bilabial Lab-dent. Dental Alveolar P-alveo. Retrof. Palatal Velar Glottal
Plosive p b t d ú ã k g
(aspirated) ph bh th dh úh ãh kh gh

Nasal m n ï
Trill
Tap/Flap R
Fricative s z ù h
A�ricate Ù Ã
(aspirated) Ùh Ãh

Approx. V j
Lateral l í

Table 9.3: Consonant inventory of Modern Gujarati

Cardona and Suthar (2003) indicate the postalveolar position as the place of articula-
tion for the �ap, which is for them equivalent to retro�ex (this should be noted [ó] in IPA).
Mistry (1997), on the other hand, is very clear in classifying this as an alveolar segment,
opposed to the dental plosives. I have therefore opted for his interpretation.

In addition to the three nasal phonemes indicated in Table 9.3, traditional descriptions
of Gujarati phonology often propose a fourth nasal phoneme /N/ to account for occurrences
of [ñ] and [N]. However, these appear to be no more than contextual allophones of /n/: [N]
occurs between a schwa and a velar plosive (aspirated as well as unaspirated), while [ñ] is
common before fricatives. For this reason, no /N/ is postulated here.

As far as the fricatives are concerned, Mistry (1997) and Cardona and Suthar (2003)

5Saurashtrian or Kathiawadi Gujarati refers to the dialects of the Saurashtra region, i.e. the area
surrounding Diu; an o�shoot spoken in Tamil Nadu, particularly in the region of Madurai, is also identi�ed
as Saurashtri or Sourashtri - see Masica (1991:442) and Southworth (2005), but this variety is not relevant
for our purposes. South Gujarati is a common designation for the varieties spoken to the east of the Gulf
of Cambay. Standard Gujarati, on the other hand, is presently de�ned as the northern dialect centred
around the cities of Vadodara (formerly Baroda) and Amdavad (or Ahmedabad).
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agree on the alveolar (which Cardona & Suthar subsume under the general category of
dentals) and glottal segments but interpret the third one di�erently; Mistry calls it a
palatal fricative while Cardona & Suthar classify its articulation as postalveolar, which
for them corresponds to a retro�ex articulation (the notation observed here). It should be
noted that /z/ occurs only in words of Arabic, Urdu, Persian or English origin and it is not
realised as a voiced segment by all speakers. The same holds true for /ù/, which contrasts
with /s/ in very few cases and occurs prominently in loanwords; once again, the contrasts
only obtain in certain dialects.

Mistry (1997:659) claims that /V/ has two allophonic realisations, [V] proper word-
initially and [w] in every other position, whereas both are allowed in between vowels.

9.1.3 The alignment of DIP phonology and phonetics

This section deals with two related questions, labelled as follows:

A - What have Portuguese and Gujarati contributed to the phonological make-up of
modern DIP and how?

B - In cases where Modern Portuguese and Modern Gujarati di�er from their 16th-
century counterparts, has DIP accompanied change in (any of) these languages?

Answering A implies probing the evidence available for B, i.e. in assessing the con-
tributions of Gujarati and Portuguese one must compare DIP with both the present and
past stages of these languages; therefore, this comparative study will debate both simulta-
neously. The phonological system, phonetic principles and phonotactics are all within the
scope of this section, and the discussion is segmented in the interest of clarity.

9.1.3.1 The phonological system: vowels

Let us �rst raise a few points concerning the parentage and innovation of DIP's vocalic
system. It is not surprising that DIP maintains a 4-height system for its oral vowels, as
this mirrors both Gujarati and Portuguese. The comparison is more complex than this,
however, given that on a phonological level DIP mid-high and mid-low vowels do not con-
trast in unstressed position. In Gujarati, as clari�ed above, the very opposition is overall
rather marginal and con�ned to certain dialects. In a di�erent way, and in contrast with
Classical Portuguese, the opposition is also cancelled in Modern Portuguese in unstressed
syllables. DIP did not entirely follow the additional diachronic changes a�ecting Por-
tuguese unstressed mid vowels (raising and centralisation), and instead optionally retains
the di�erentiated realisations it received from Classical Portuguese input. The partial
neutralisation of mid-high/mid-low opposition in DIP may therefore be understood as the
result of a combination of factors from both parent languages: Gujarati's weak opposi-
tion and the annulment of the contrast in Modern Portuguese in unstressed position. The
maintenance of the opposition in stressed position, on the other hand, sides with both
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Classical and Modern Portuguese and does not contradict Gujarati precisely because the
contrast does exist in this language even if marginally.

As seen in section 5.1.3, DIP does retain Classical Portuguese realisations of mid-high
and mid-low segments in unstressed position, even though an optional heightening pull may
optionally turn [E]/[e] into [i] and make [O]/[o] surface as [u]. This fact is quite signi�cant
for the debate concerning the diachronic development of European Portuguese pre-stress
vowels. Nowadays, except for a few exceptional cases, no mid-high and mid-low vowels
occur in non-initial pre-stress position in European Portuguese (see Mateus and d'Andrade
2000); Figure 9.1, though, makes it clear that Classical Portuguese maintained a distinctive
four-height system in unstressed position (cf. Castro 1991:252), before a widespread wave of
unstressed vowel heightening. The exact chronology of this heightening, and in particular
of the precise moment in which it a�ected the entire territory of Portugal, has been a
matter of some debate, but the fact that the distinction is relevant for DIP (as well as for
Brazilian Portuguese and some of the Gulf of Guinea Creoles) suggests that its terminus
ante quem cannot be set before 1535 (see section 3.1.2), at least. It is unlikely that the
annulment of the unstressed mid-high/mid-low opposition took place in the initial stages
of DIP formation contra the etymological material, and as such we can postulate that the
blurring of boundaries was a subsequent development, arguably spurred by (but not totally
tied to) the diachronic change a�ecting standard Portuguese.

The absence of /5/ from DIP cannot be immediately explained with reference to one or
another stage of Portuguese, as this segment occurs in both. The absence of this segment
from Gujarati may therefore have been decisive for the fact that it was unretained (or lost)
in DIP.

Some of the diphthongs attested in DIP, namely [Ej] and [ej] are no longer licensed in
Modern Portuguese, but according to Clements (1996:63) both were present in Classical
Portuguese. On the other hand, [@j] has never featured in SP, whereas it occurs in both DIP
(in the word /d@p@j/ `afterwards' ) and Gujarati (e.g. /s@m@j/ `time'; /p@jsa/ `money').
Despite this, it is no exaggeration to say that the DIP diphthong system is closer to Por-
tuguese than to Gujarati. DIP signi�cantly contrasts with Gujarati in that it disallows
rising diphthongs, with the exception of those following velar plosives; crucially, this excep-
tion also applies to Portuguese. The only rising diphthong of DIP that is not shared with
Portuguese is instantiated in the 1st person singular pronoun yo, but see chapter 5 fn. 9 for
a possible diachronic explanation of this exceptional form. Conversely, it has been shown
above that DIP does not form the diphthong *[ow]. It is unclear whether this diphthong
was ever present or whether monophthongation generalised at some point. However, it is
interesting to notice that Portuguese went through a process of monophthongation of [ow]
into [o] during its Classical period; the diphthong is still preserved in the northern varieties
of European Portuguese, but it could have been the case that the varieties most relevant
as sources of DIP lexemes had already completed the process by the time of the initial
contact.

There is a fundamental di�erence between DIP vowels and Gujarati vowels, particu-
larly the absence of breathy voiced variants in the former. The only conclusion we can
draw from this fact is that contact with Gujarati was not able to add a trait absent from
the Portuguese input. This is not to say, as demonstrated above, that Gujarati had no
in�uence on DIP phonology; we have already seen that, as far as the vocalic system and
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sub-systems of DIP are concerned, the contribution of Gujarati operates mostly in the
form of `ganging-up e�ects' (see e.g. Aboh and Ansaldo 2007) (i.e., the reinforcement of
tendencies common to the two ancestor languages). This becomes even more evident as
we move on to the consonantal system.

9.1.3.2 The phonological system: consonants

The �rst observation to be made is that, unlike Gujarati, DIP does not contain retro�ex
phonemes. This results in signi�cant di�erences between the two phonological systems
a�ecting plosives, nasals as well as fricatives and laterals.

DIP plosives closely mirror the points of articulation of Portuguese plosives, and they
share with both Portuguese and Gujarati the pattern of voiced/voiceless pairing. DIP
di�ers from Gujarati in that it does not contain aspirated plosives. Consider that, according
to certain interpretations (see previous section), Gujarati a�ricates are best interpreted
as palatal plosives. I treat them as a�ricates, which in combination with the fact that
a�ricates also occur in Classical Portuguese (and modern dialectal Portuguese) begins to
explain the retention of such segments in modern DIP. This issue is taken up once again
below, when we discuss the DIP fricatives.

Both Portuguese and Gujarati have bilabial and alveolar nasal segments, which is
mirrored in DIP. The velar nasal /N/ of DIP, however, is an interesting development,
as it consistently comes to replace the etymological palatal nasal /ñ/ (e.g. Ptg. /tiñ5/
`had' for DIP /tiN/ `had'). This change cannot be attributed to Gujarati because, even
though the velar segment does occur, it is restricted to a very particular context, viz.
between a nasal vowel and a velar plosive. On the other hand, there is evidence from
the diachrony of Portuguese to suggest that in the 16th-century input the occurrence of
the nasal palatal must have been less solid than in Modern Portuguese. The segment
existed in Old Portuguese (most notably as the development of the Latin sequence -gn-),
but Teyssier (2001:41) makes it clear that it was just prior to the transition from Old
Portuguese to Classical Portuguese (around the 14th century) that most of the instances
of this consonant came into being, when it was epenthetically inserted to resolve any
hiatus consisting of a nasal vowel (with the exception of /�u/) plus an oral vowel. This
trend led to transformations of the type [ra'�ia] > [ra'iña] `queen' or [d�i'ejro] > [di'ñejro]
`money'; an important point is that this development denasalises the �rst segment of the
original hiatus. Castro (1991:216) admits ñ-epenthesis may have begun as early as the
13th century and claims that the process was complete sometime during the 15th century,
but it is unclear whether the written sources available are representative of the entirety
of the Portuguese dialects. It is admissible, though by no means provable beyond doubt,
that the input available at the initial stages of DIP formation had not consistently �nalised
this change and that DIP was therefore freer than assumed to deviate from the solution
that was to become standard in Portuguese. The sequence present to this day in DIP,
viz. a velar approximant with maintenance of nasality on a previous high-front vowel or
glide, is distinct from standard Modern Portuguese not only in the mode and point of
articulation of the consonant but also in that it retains the original nasality of the vowel.
According to this scenario, then, the present correspondence between Ptg. /ñ/ and DIP
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/N/ (phonetically [î]) is not the result of the alteration of an etymological palatal nasal
into a velar consonant, but rather the result of two diverging paths of change.

The opposition in Portuguese (both Classical and Modern) between a trill and a �ap
has no correspondence in DIP, although both sounds do occur in allophonic distribution.
In this respect, then, DIP sides more closely with Gujarati. Apart from the phonological
�ap, in Gujarati an intervocalic nasal can also be �apped, which does not happen in DIP.

The case of the fricatives is somewhat complex. The Gujarati glottal fricative is absent
from both DIP and Portuguese. As far as the labiodental point of articulation is con-
cerned, DIP mirrors the phonological segments of Portuguese, but it must be noted that
the realisation of DIP /v/ as [V] is the result of Gujarati in�uence. Both Gujarati and
Portuguese have voiced and voiceless alveolar fricatives /s/ and /z/, and that is also the
case in DIP. It has already been shown that two particular phonemes (here represented as
/Ù/ and /Ã/) may optionally trigger an a�ricate as well as a fricative realisation. It is clear
that, in these cases, the a�ricate was the original realisation of the phoneme in the earlier
stages of the language, as this was still a characteristic of European Portuguese in the early
16th-century and, furthermore, one that was preserved in a number of Portuguese-lexi�ed
Creoles as well as Portuguese loans in several South Asian languages.6

In Old Portuguese, up to the 16th century, the a�ricate [Ù] [graphed <ch> in old
documents] is said to have contrasted with [S] (represented by <x> in the same sources),
and the two only fused into /S/ from the 17th century onwards.7 With respect to the
voiceless fricative/a�ricate divide, then, DIP closely mirrors the system that was prevalent
in early Classical Portuguese. But the parallel is all the more striking when we realise
that, just like DIP, the contrast between the postalveolar fricative and the a�ricate was
limited in Classical Portuguese to the voiceless segments, i.e. no phonemic opposition ever
obtained between [Ã] and [Z] in Portuguese.8

Some time during the Classical Portuguese period, syllable-�nal /s/ came to be pro-
nounced [S] or [Z] (the voice feature dependent on the following segment). This change was
not fully accompanied by DIP, in which [s] still occurs syllable-�nally but is sometimes
replaced by [S], giving rise to variation patterns of the type [kas'tEl] vs. [kaS'tEl] `fort',
[is'kOl] vs. [iS'kOl] `school' (cf. section 5.2.4). Once again, DIP mirrors a development in
standard Portuguese without compromising the earliest DIP strategy.

6 Saramaccan, for instance, retains the a�ricates in items such as bítju `worm' (from Ptg. bicho
`worm,animal') and djái `garden' (from Ptg. jardim `garden'); see for example Cardoso (2003). Cape
Verdean Creole retains the a�ricate segments in words such as sibitxi `rosary' [from Ptg. azeviche `jet'], as
does Guinea-Bissau Creole in words such as batxarel `loudmouth' [from Ptg. bacharel `bachelor'] (Rougé
2004). Other varieties of IP also retain the a�ricate series, such as that of Cochin (e.g. djenti `people',
own recording), and the same holds for other Portuguese-lexi�ed Asian creoles, as exempli�ed by Papia
Kristang (e.g. ntSídu `full', v. Hancock 1975:224). Among the common loans in South Asian languages to
preserve the a�ricate sounds are the cognates of Ptg. chave `key' (c	av	i in Marathi, c	abh	i in Hindi) and
janela `window' (jan	elaya in Sinhala, j	an	al	a in Bengali, jangl	a in Hindi) - Masica (see 1991:73-74).

7The process is incomplete in the Portuguese territory, as certain dialects have not yet fused the two.
8Teyssier (2001:27) argues that this phoneme originally had an a�ricate pronunciation and eventually

changed into a postalveolar fricative, and claims that it is unclear whether this change occurred during
the Old Portuguese period (i.e., up to the 16th century) or later. The evidence now unearthed from DIP,
as well as that provided by Portuguese loans in a number of South Asian languages and other creoles (see
this chapter fn. 6), clari�es that the earlier a�ricate realisation must have been dominant in Portuguese
at least until the 1530s.
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If we consider Gujarati /V/ to correspond to Portuguese /w/, we will notice that the
two languages are equal with respect to the number of phonological glides and very similar
as to their points of articulation. DIP accordingly has two phonological approximants
/w/ and /j/, although on the phonetic level an extra approximant /V/ occurs. According
to my interpretation of the relationship between DIP [V] and [w] in 5.2.4, contact with
Gujarati was able to a�ect the realisation of DIP /v/ but did not proceed to undo the
opposition between /v/ and /w/. However, as I also admit there, this interpretation is
open to debate, in which case one would have to admit a more radical in�uence of Gujarati
onto the subsystems of DIP fricatives and approximants.

DIP retains only one of the lateral segments provided in the combined input of Gujarati
and Portuguese, namely /l/. Crucially, this is the only segment shared by both ancestor
languages (although in DIP it tends towards a dental instead of alveolar realisation), which
suggests the operation of `ganging-up e�ects' by which traits shared by all contributors to
the original feature pool are particularly likely to be selected into the budding contact
variety.

9.1.3.3 Phonetic processes

Whereas the in�uence of Gujarati on DIP phonology has been somewhat modest, the lan-
guage takes up a prominent role when we turn to analysing phonetic parameters. Most of
the conspicuous phonetic processes of DIP described in chapter 5 have clear counterparts
in Gujarati. These include:

a) unreleased �nal plosives: in Gujarati, as in DIP but not in Portuguese, plosives can
occur in word-�nal position; in these positions they can be either released or unreleased:
e.g. [k@d] vs. [k@d^] `size' (Mistry 1997:660), cf. DIP [pEd^] `stone'. When a plosive occurs
in syllable-�nal position and the subsequent segment is consonantal, it is always unreleased
(e.g. [@k^'ù@r] `syllable', adapted from Mistry 1997:660);

b) schwa-deletion: the process of schwa-deletion in DIP was characterised as a�ecting
middle syllables of trisyllabic words; see sections 5.1.3 and 5.4. In Gujarati, schwas are
often deleted in -C@CV# contexts: e.g. /p@l@úo/ `change [IMP]' is realised [p@lúo] (adapted
from Mistry 1997:661), although the process may be suspended if the word ending corre-
sponds to certain grammatical markers;

c) non-simpli�cation of geminates: like DIP, Gujarati admits geminates. One important
di�erence is that while in DIP geminates only arise in discourse and never occur within
a word, in Gujarati consonant geminates contrast with single consonants: e.g. /muko/
`put [IMP]' vs. /mukko/ `�st' (adapted from Mistry 1997:670); a consonant can also be
duplicated for intensi�cation: e.g. /n@V�u/ `new' vs. /n@VV�u/ `quite new' (idem);

d) incomplete constriction of labiodental segment: as described above, Gujarati does
not contain the segment [v], but it does contain an approximant [V]. This is a trait shared
with several other Indo-Aryan languages and must be seen as the driving force behind the
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realisation of DIP /v/ as [V].

9.1.3.4 Phonotactics

In order to explore the phonotactic links between DIP and both of its ancestor languages, I
will contrast these language's consonant clusters, concentrating on complex syllable onsets
alone because information is more readily available for Gujarati complex onsets than for
syllable-�nal clusters.

The structure of complex syllable onsets in DIP, as described in 5.3.1, is such that
the second segment in consonant clusters must be either /r/ or /l/, and the �rst must be
a plosive or a fricative. In this respect DIP mirrors Portuguese much more closely than
Gujarati. Portuguese onset clusters overwhelming admit only /R/ and /l/ as their second
element after either a plosive or a fricative (e.g. primo `cousin [m.]', claro `clear', fresco
`fresh, fresco'). Other clusters such as pn (e.g. pneu `tyre') or gn (e.g. gnomo `gnome')
only occur in learned loans, and because of their violation of the Sonority Principle it has
been proposed e.g. Mateus and d'Andrade 2000:40� that they are in fact broken up at
the phonemic level by an empty nucleus that does not surface in European Portuguese
(e.g. pneu is pronounced [pnew]) but does in Brazilian Portuguese (in which pneu is pro-
nounced [pi'new]). Gujarati, on the other hand, contains a number of consonant sequences
unrepresented in DIP. Complex onsets in Gujarati are usually occupied by:9 a) a plosive
followed by /r/, /l/, /j/ or /V/ (e.g. krupa `kindness', kvath '`decoction'); b) /m/, /n/,
/l/ or /V/ followed by /j/ (e.g. nyay `justice', lyan@t `disgrace'); c) /m/ or /V/ followed
by /r/ (e.g. mrutyu `death', vr@t) `oath'; d) /m/ followed by /l/ (e.g. mlan `withered');
e) /s/ followed by /j/, /V/, /r/, /k/, /t/, /ú/, /n/ or /m/ (e.g. svikar `accepting', smar@k
`memorial'); and f) /S/ followed by /j/, /V/, /r/, /l/ and /m/ (e.g. ²vas `breath', ²m@²an
`cremation ground'). The language furthermore contains some triconsonantal clusters in
initial position, in Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian and English loans (see Cardona 1965).

Finally, a comparison of the three languages' stress assignment strategies reveals DIP
departs in very fundamental ways from both Gujarati and Portuguese. DIP stress falls
obligatorily on the �nal syllable, and certain function words appear not to be assigned
stress at all (see section 5.4). Stress on content words is therefore phonologically (rather
than lexically) assigned. This establishes an important parallel with Gujarati in that stress
is not contrastive, although Gujarati follows quite di�erent stress assignment rules. De-
spite theoretical disagreement among linguists, a powerful generalisation predicts that, in
Gujarati: a) disyllabic words have word initial stress unless the �rst syllable contains a
vowel other than /a/ and the �nal syllable contains /a/; b) the �rst syllable of trisyllabic
words is stressed unless the �rst syllable contains /a/, in which case speakers vary as to
whether they place stress on the �rst or second syllable (see Cardona and Suthar 2003:666).
The source of disagreement in this matter probably stems from the fact that, as noticed
by Turner (1921, 1973), stress in Gujarati is not very pronounced. DIP somewhat mir-
rors this reality in the sense that, whereas stress-assignment regularities are recognisable,
sandhi and discourse features may overrule them so that non-�nal syllables can in fact
supersede the �nal one in pitch and intensity - cf. section 5.4 as well as chapter 5 fn. 12.

9All examples take from Cardona and Suthar (2003), and graphed accordingly.
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In Portuguese, by contrast, stress is distinctive, as shown by the pair júbilo (pronounced
['ZuBilu]) `rejoicing (n.)' vs. jubilo (pronounced [Zu'Bilu]) `(I) rejoice'. Any generalisations
fail to predict the assignment of stress, and there are di�erent general rules for nominal and
verbal roots (see Mateus and d'Andrade 2000:109�). One general constraint does apply to
the e�ect that stress must be placed on one of the three last syllables.

9.1.3.5 Summary

This comparative survey reveals a number of important facts concerning the relative in-
�uence of both Gujarati and Portuguese on DIP phonology and phonetics, which are
summarised below:

- On the phonological level, DIP tends to follow the phonemic distinctions inherited
from its main lexi�er, Portuguese, with some alterations (e.g. DIP /N for Portuguese /ñ/)
and rare suppression (e.g. the suppression of Ptg. /L/). Gujarati has not been able to
add any features to DIP that are absent from Portuguese (e.g. breathy voice, aspiration,
retro�exion) but it has contributed to subtract from the Portuguese input (e.g. the sup-
pression of Portuguese trills /r/ and /ö/);

- Wherever phonological change a�ected Portuguese from the 16th century onwards,
DIP often retains the features of Classical Portuguese (e.g. the maintenance of a�ricates),
but it may also adopt a Portuguese innovation without abandoning its original feature,
therefore resulting in variation (e.g. the alveolar vs. palatal realisation of syllable-�nal
fricatives);

- On the level of phonetic realisations, in contrast with what happens on a phonological
level, the in�uence of Gujarati is very notorious (e.g. schwa-deletion, the unreleased nature
of syllable-�nal plosives).

9.2 Morphology

DIP establishes considerably less morphological oppositions than either Gujarati or Por-
tuguese. To illustrate the extent to which DIP is at odds with the morphological require-
ments of both these languages, I will contrast both nominal (section 9.2.1) and verbal
morphology (section 9.2.2) for the three languages.

9.2.1 Nominal morphology

Gujarati features variable and invariable nominal stems. For variable stems, the language
makes use of nominal in�ection to code gender (masculine, feminine and neuter) and
number (singular and plural). Masculine, feminine and neuter gender are marked by the
su�xes -o, -i and -�u respectively. The su�x -o indicates plural reference, although it is
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optional in case any other element of the utterance clari�es the plural reference. Consider
the following examples, from Cardona and Suthar (2003:670):

(336) a. rame²-e
R.-AG

cOpd
˙
-i-o

book-f-p
kh@rid-i.
buy-PFV.f

`Ramesh bought some books.'

b. rame²-e
R.-AG

tr@n
˙three

cOpd
˙
-i

book-f
kh@rid-i.
buy-PFV.f

`Ramesh bought three books.'

The presence of a numeral in (336b) cancels the need for overt plural marking on cOpd
˙
i.

But these examples reveal yet another domain of nominal modi�cation in Gujarati, namely
the postposed clitic elements indicating the syntactic/semantic role of a given NP; notice
the occurrence of Agentive -e in (336). Whenever followed by one of these postposed ele-
ments, the nominal form may occur either in its base form (preceding the agentive clitic -e
or the locative clitic -e) or an oblique stem with a di�erent set of gender/number su�xes
(feminine nouns have less morphological variables than masculine or neuter nouns). In
the case of the neuter noun @t

˙
hvad

˙
i�u `week', the base form selected is @t

˙
hvad

˙
i- and the

oblique form takes the su�x -a, resulting in @t
˙
hvad

˙
ia; their occurrence is exempli�ed in

(337), adapted from Cardona (1965):

(337) a. awte
other

@t
˙
hvad

˙
i-e.

week-LOC
`next week.'

b. h�u
1s

v@d
˙
odra-mã

Baroda-LOC
ek
one

@t
˙
hvad

˙
ia-thi

week-ABL
ch�u.
AUX.1s

`I have been in Baroda for one week.'

Invariable nouns, which do not admit the full array of su�xes described above, are
nonetheless assigned a gender value, grammatical or natural, which is revealed in the
agreement patterns of other sentential constituents; for instance, hot

˙
h `lip' is masculine,

jibh `tongue' is feminine, and m�uch `moustache' is neuter.
As far as Portuguese is concerned, a great deal of grammatical information is also

overtly coded through nominal morphology. The form of nouns provides clear indication
of gender (feminine or masculine) and number (singular or plural), with the exception of
a few invariable forms. All nouns have intrinsic gender, be it natural (e.g. gat-o `cat [m.]',
gat-a `cat [f.]') or purely grammatical (e.g. oboé `oboe [m.]', �auta `�ute [f.]'). Variable
nouns accept both a feminine and masculine su�x to indicate natural gender. Typically, -a
functions as the feminine su�x and -o marks the masculine, but other markers also occur
(e.g. impera-dor `emperor [f.]', impera-triz `empress [f.]'). Invariable nouns do not admit
this type of alternation, although they are still assigned gender; these may be masculine,
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feminine (e.g. homem `man [m.]', mulher `woman [f.]') or both (e.g. o mártir `the[m.]
martyr', a mártir `the[f.] martyr', in which the gender variable is revealed in the form of
the article).

Plural reference is obligatorily marked on the relevant noun (and other clausal con-
stituents, through agreement). Notice example (338), in which the selection of a numeral
(três `three') does not impede number marking on the head of the NP and the de�nite
article. Notice also how the form of both the article and demonstrative re�ect the gender
(feminine, in this case) associated with the nouns they modify.

(338) aquel-a
DEM-f

raposa
fox.f

come-u
eat-PST.3s

a-s
ART.f-p

três
three

galinha-s.
chicken.f-p

`That fox ate the three chickens.'

In general terms, the absence of a number su�x indicates singular while the su�x -s
indicates plural; the realisation of the plural su�x may at times entail formal changes to
the root (e.g. pombal `dovecote', pombai-s `dovecotes'). As expected, mass nouns such as
leite `milk [m.]' do not normally admit plural marking. The exceptions to the general rules
can usually be explained diachronically.

In stark contrast with the nominal in�ection strategies of Gujarati and Portuguese,
DIP does not mark number, gender or case by morphological means (see section 6.4). The
language does make use of an optional marker of plurality (interpreted as a collectiviser in
7.2.7) tud, equivalent to the universal quanti�er meaning `all'. This element is preposed
to the noun to indicate additive plurality and postposed to construct similative plurality -
in which the members of the group are identi�ed as sharing some trait with an expressed
referent (see 7.2.7.2).

Various Indian languages obtain similative plural reference through a morphological
phenomenon known as echo word formation (see e.g. Emeneau 1956, Masica 1991). This
consists of the reduplication of a noun in which the initial syllable or consonant of the
second occurrence of the word is replaced with a prede�ned segment. In Gujarati, the
initial consonant of the repeated word is replaced with b or ph, and these segments are
inserted in the case of a vowel-initial word, for instance ch@tri-b@tri `umbrellas and such',
ord

˙
o-bord

˙
o `rooms and such' (Cardona and Suthar 2003:679).10

The form of the similative plural in DIP is rather di�erent from an echo-word construc-
tion, and as such one cannot recognise the direct formal in�uence of Gujarati in this matter.
However, the prevalence of similative plural reference in Gujarati (and other South Asian
languages) is likely to have provided the pragmatic motivation for DIP to grammaticalise
a semantically equivalent construction.

10This structure is indicated for Dravidian languages by Masica (reported in Daniel and Moravcsik 2005),
who provides the following Telugu example: puli gili `tigers and such' (from puli `tiger') and Subbarao
(2008), who adds the expression ceruku giruku `sugarcane and the like' (from ceruku `sugarcane'). Subbarao
(2008) also reports on Hindi/Urdu echo words such as caay waay `tea and the like' (from caay `tea') and
khaanaa waanaa `food and the like' (from khaanaa `food').
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9.2.2 Verbal morphology

Most Portuguese verbs participate of one of three regular conjugational classes which to
a large extent determine the form of the adequate su�xes. Other verbs fall outside these
conjugational classes, constituting irregular paradigms. In the extreme, a verbal form will
encode TAM categories, person (1st, 2nd, 3rd) and number (singular, plural) by mor-
phological means. This subsystem is highly fusional in that verbal su�xes often collapse
temporal, modal and/or aspectual categories, on the one hand, and both number and
person, on the other. Consider the following example, the segmented analysis of the sub-
junctive verb form abandonássemos in Portuguese:

(339) abandon-á-sse-mos
abandon-CLS1-SBJV.PST-1p
`[that we] abandoned'

Suppletion is also common in Portuguese; consider for instance the following examples,
which di�er only with respect to TAM categories:

(340) a. vás
go.SBJV.PRS.2s
`[that you] go'

b. fo-ste
go.IND.PST-2s
`[you] went'

c. ir-ás
go.FUT-IND.2s
`[you] will go'

Portuguese imperative verb forms are formally unique in that they follow speci�c in-
�ectional patterns which distinguish them from other verb forms.

In Gujarati, the verbal form also codes TAM categories, person (1st, 2nd, 3rd) and
number (singular, plural). Lexical verbs code person and number categories by a�xation,
(although certain cases of suppletive marking do occur, cf. the base form of the auxiliary
verb: ch- in the present, hO- elsewhere) and, in the absence of an argument with which to
agree, select the neuter su�x -�u; cf. example (341c). Some examples follow:

(341) a. av-�u
come-1sg
`[I] come'
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b. av-²-e
come-FUT-3
`[he/she/it] will come'

c. av-y-�u
come-PFV-n
`[you] went'

As shown in (341b,c), future tense is indicated on the verb by -(i)S-, while the a�x -y-
expresses perfective aspect. The imperfective a�x is -t-. Consider the examples in (342):11

(342) a. ki²or
K.

dhime
low

bol-y-o.
speak-PFV-m.s

`Kishor spoke softly.'

b. te
DEM

j@man-e
time-LOC

h�u
1s

d@r
every

@t
˙
hwadi-e

week-LOC
v@d

˙
odra

Vadodara
j@-t-o.
go-IPFV-m.s

`At that time, I would go to Vadodara (Baroda) every week.'

b. huN
1s

kale
tomorrow

t@mahre
POSS.2

tyaN
home

aw-i².
come-FUT

`Tomorrow I will come to your home.'

The base form of the verb is used as an imperative (e.g. av `come!'), to which a polite
plural su�x -o can be appended (e.g. av-o `please come!'). The future imperative is
characterised by the in�x -j-, followed by the ending -e (e.g. av-j-e `you will come!') or
polite plural -o (e.g. av-j-o `you will please come!').12

A special a�x codes conditional mood (343a). In addition, Gujarati also features a
morphological causative (343b) and passive (343c), constructed with resort to a�xes13

(from Cardona and Suthar 2003):

(343) a. av-@t
come-COND
`if [X] come(s)'/`[X] would come'

11Examples (342a,b) adapted from Cardona and Suthar (2003:682�). The Future tense a�x is graphed
-i² in (342c), in accordance with the original, in Cardona (1965:104).

12In addition, the in�nitive form of the verb may also constitute an imperative; in such cases, the absence
of honori�c 2nd person in�ection reveals that it is less respectful and more insistent. As described in section
7.6.3.1, this is also true of the use of in�nitive as an imperative in DIP. This possibility in DIP is clearly
modelled on Gujarati, given that Portuguese does not allow an in�nitive form in a requestative speech act.

13See 9.6.4 for a description of Gujarati passive constructions.
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b. E-ne
3s-OBJ

bEs-ad
˙
-o.

sit-CAUS-2p
`Please seat him.'

c. @Ngreji-mã
English-LOC

mann
˙
@s-ne

man-OBJ
²�u
what

k@hv-a-y?
say-PASS-3p

`How do you say "man" in English?' [Lit. `What is "man" said in English?']

When compared to both Gujarati and Portuguese, then, DIP verbal morphology ap-
pears rather reduced. In this language, no person, number and modal categories are
expressed morphologically. Only perfective forms are regularly in�ected, coding Past and
non-Past tense. Furthermore, there is an in�nitive su�x and, in the speech of some speak-
ers, a participle and gerund forms - see 6.2 for further information.

9.3 Paradigms

The paradigms of personal pronouns, possessives and deictic elements in Gujarati and Por-
tuguese have important points of contact but also important di�erences. I will therefore
carry out a comparative study in order to ascertain to what extent DIP can be said to
align with one or the other of its ancestors, and to what extent (and by what means)
it departs from both. Given that both personal pronoun and possessive paradigms ode
person distinctions in all three languages, they will be discussed simultaneously in section
9.3.1; section 9.3.2 is concerned with a speci�c characteristic of deictic systems, viz. the
conceptualisation (and linguistic manifestation) of the deictic space.

9.3.1 Personal pronouns and possessives

The form of Portuguese personal pronouns and possessives varies to express person (1st,
2nd, 3rd) and number (singular, plural). There are some distinctions between the Classical
and Modern Portuguese paradigms, which are captured in Table 9.4.14

Personal pron. Possessives
SG PL Person SG PL
eu, me[P,U,R], mim[OBL] nós, nos[P,U,R] 1 meu, minha nosso(s), nossa(s)
tu, te[P,U,R], ti/si[OBL] vós, vocês

2
teu(s), tua(s) vosso(s), vossa(s)

você, lhe[R] [f. late 16C] vos[P,U,R], lhes[R] seu(s), sua(s) [f. late 16C]
ele[m.], ela[f.] eles[m.], elas[f.]

3
seu(s), sua(s) seu(s), sua(s)

o/a[P,U], lhe[R] os/as [P,U], lhes[R] (dele[m.], dela[f.]) (deles[m.], delas[m.])

Table 9.4: Portuguese personal pronouns and possessives

14See section 7.5 for an account of the abbreviations P, U and R, which stand for di�erent argument
roles in various types of clause.
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Only the 1s and 2s personal pronouns have speci�c oblique forms (mim and ti/si, the
latter being the polite form), but for all pronouns there are `object' forms (often cliticised),
a split between Recipient forms and Patient/Undergoer forms applying only to 3rd person.
It is important to notice that the use of lhe and lhes as 2nd person (clitic) pronouns is an
extension from the 3rd person forms accompanying the tendency to use a 3rd person form
of address to engage a high-ranking interlocutor; an old such form of address was vossa
mercê `your mercy', the erosion of which into você was only stabilised in the late 16th
century (see Teyssier 2001). Gender distinctions (masculine, feminine) are only coded in
3rd person personal pronouns.

Possessives are NP operators and, as such, agree in number and gender with the nom-
inal head. It must be noted that, at present, the 3rd person forms seu(s)/sua(s) compete
with di�erent compound forms involving the relator preposition de `of' and the personal
pronouns, which however behave rather di�erently from the original possessives: dele/(s),
dela/(s) typically occur postnominally (unlike prototypical noun modi�ers) and their gen-
der/number characteristics depend on their referent instead of the noun they modify.

Gujarati personal pronouns and possessives are given in Table 9.5:

Personal pron. Possessives
SG PL Person SG PL
h�u apn

˙
-e[INCL], @m-e[EXCL] 1SBJ

1 mar- amar-m@-ne apn
˙
-ne[INCL], @m-ne[EXCL] 1OBJ

m�@ apn
˙
-e[INCL], am-e[EXCL] 1AG

t�u t@m-e, ap[formal] 2SBJ
2 tar- t@mar-t@-ne t@m-ne, ap-ne[formal] 2OBJ

t�@ t@m-e, ap-e[formal] 2AG
e, te teo, e 3 ten- teon-, temn-

[Equivalent to deictic pronouns] [Deictic pron. + relator -n-]

Table 9.5: Gujarati personal pronouns and possessives

When approaching the personal pronoun paradigm of Gujarati, it is convenient to
separate the forms according to their various syntactic and semantic functions because,
even though the bulk of the distinction is encoded through the su�xes, these involve some
root alternations as well. Gujarati codes an inclusive/exclusive distinction in 1st person
pronouns. As far as 2nd person pronouns are concerned, it must be noted that often
the singular form is used with familiar interlocutors while t@m- and ap(-) in formal and
very formal situations respectively, irrespective of the actual singularity/plurality of the
interlocutor(s) (see Tisdall 1892, Cardona and Suthar 2003). Gujarati has no dedicated
3rd person personal pronoun forms, instead making use of deictic (demonstrative) elements
- see 9.3.2.

In a sense, one could say that Gujarati possessives are simply genitive-marked forms of
the personal pronouns (which is particularly evident in the case of the 3rd person forms),
but in 1st and 2nd person the base form is suppletive. Possessives admit gender and
number su�xes similar to those marking nouns (and other noun modi�ers). Possessives
precede the noun they modify and agree with it in number and gender.

The DIP personal pronoun and possessive paradigms are repeated in Table 9.6 for
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easier comparison (see also sections 6.5.4 and 6.6.1).

Personal pron. Possessives
SG PL Person SG PL
yo, m�i[OBL] nOs 1 m�i nOs
use usez 2 duse dusez
el[m.], El[f.] e(l)z 3 del[m.], dEl[f.] de(l)z

Table 9.6: Diu Indo-Portuguese personal pronouns and possessives

The forms of the DIP personal pronouns are clearly derived from Portuguese, but
with some important di�erences: a) only the 1st person pronoun retains an oblique form
(used, for instance, in combination with a preposition); b) no `object' forms exist;15 and
c) the gender distinction in 2rd person plural has been suppressed. 2nd and 3rd person
pronominal forms retain remnants of the Portuguese plural su�x -s which, however, is
not productive in DIP. It is also curious to notice that the 2nd person forms derive from
the Portuguese você, i.e., the form which was still not entirely widespread in Portuguese
by the time of the formation of DIP, instead of the earlier (and still active) forms tu and
vós.16 In contrast with Gujarati, the 1st person personal pronouns in DIP do not code an
inclusive/exclusive opposition.

The possessive forms in DIP reveal a greater amount of innovation in relation to the
Portuguese paradigm. The de + Personal Pronoun structure responsible for Portuguese
dele/(s), dela/(s) is mirrored in the DIP 3rd person possessives forms del, dEl and de(l)z
but extended to the 2nd person forms duse and dusez. As explained in 7.2.3, there are
records of the pattern being further extended to include 1st person possessives, although
this is not the norm. Finally, the form of the 1st person singular possessive m�i is equivalent
to the oblique form of the 1s personal pronoun.17

9.3.2 Deictics

In truth, personal pronouns and possessives (discussed in 9.3.1) are deictic elements in
that their correct reference can only be apprehended with reference to (discourse) context.
In this section, I will simply contrast DIP, Gujarati and Portuguese with respect to the
organisation of deictic space manifested in demonstratives and certain spatial adverbs.

15In the case of the 1st person singular, the oblique form takes up this function, given that all pronominal
arguments in P, U or R position are obligatorily dative-marked; the issue is described in full in section 7.5.

16This fact is all the more striking if we consider that the corresponding form in Daman IP, a close
variety of IP with a similar formative history, is Os, which appears to derive from Portuguese vós. DIP
use was, however, not the original form in DIP. In the 19th-century DIP corpus published in Schuchardt
(1883), the only 2p personal pronoun form recorded is ós; we are dealing with an instance in which DIP
was in�uenced in recent times by input from standard Portuguese but Daman IP was not.

17This may be coincidental given that the Portuguese paradigm contains the feminine form minha.
According to the general adaptation rules observed elsewhere (viz. the omission of etymological posttonic
vocalic material, the treatment of etymological /ñ/ as /N/), this form would be selected by DIP as /miN/,
whose realisation is perceptually very close to /m�i/.
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The deictic space in Portuguese is organised with reference to the speech participants
in a tripartite way, which manifests itself in deictic spatial adverbs and demonstratives:18

1. the location of the speaker - aqui `here' / cá `here' / este `this' / isto `this'
2. the location of the interlocutor - aí `there' / esse `that' / isso `that'
3. a location alien to both - ali `there' / lá `there' / além `there' / aquele `that' / aquilo

`that'

The demonstratives which occur in attributive function include: este(s)/esta(s) `that/those
(there)' (agreeing in gender and number with the head of the NP) modify a referent which
is perceived to be in the vicinity of the speaker; esse(s)/essa(s) `that/those (there)', placing
the referent away from the speaker and in the vicinity of the interlocutor; aquele(s)/aquela(s)
`that/those (over there)', which locate the referent away from both the speaker and the
interlocutor. The forms isto, isso and aquilo (which are invariable) are exclusively pronom-
inal and reserved for non-humans.

Several noun modi�ers in Gujarati are described as deictic elements. These include a
`this', pel- `that' (the only one which in�ects for gender and number in agreement with the
head of the NP), as well as e and te - these two are used as 3rd person personal pronouns
(see Table 9.5) and, as to their deictic value, are variously interpreted as neuter (see e.g.
Cardona and Suthar 2003) or distal (e.g. Tisdall 1892).19 The spatial adverbs in question
are @h�i `here' and tyã `there'. It is therefore clear that, as far as the conceptual organisation
of deictic space is concerned, Gujarati di�ers substantially from the Portuguese system.

The demonstratives in DIP side with Gujarati in this respect, in that they do not man-
ifest three deictic points but two. Therefore, es `this' is a proximal demonstrative and ik@l
`that' is distal (see section 6.5.4). Likewise, aki `here' is proximal and ali `there' is distal.20

The di�erence between the DIP and the Portuguese system can indeed reveal Gujarati
in�uence, but it also raises questions regarding the input provided by Portuguese speak-
ers during the formative stages of DIP. According to (Teyssier 2001:67), late 16th-century
documents reveal that Portuguese already observed the three degrees of deixis consistently,
but prior to that the chronology of the system is unclear.

9.4 Word order

Basic word order is one domain in which there are sharp di�erences between the input
provided by Portuguese and Gujarati. The basic word order of simple declaratives (see

18The series containing cá `here' and lá `there' is less speci�c as to exact location and does not re�ect
this three-tiered concept of deictic space.

19Tisdall (1892) mentions some additional in�ected `demonstratives': oly- `that' and fal	an
˙
- `a certain'.

20The fact that ali covers the space in the vicinity of the interlocutor, in addition to space removed from
both interlocutors, is clear from the following command, directed at a child by his mother:

(1) say
leave.NPST

d-ali.
of-there

`Get out of there.'
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9.6.1 for the syntax of content questions) in both Portuguese and DIP is S-V in intransitive
clauses, A-V-P in monotransitive clauses and A-V-U-R in ditransitive clauses. Gujarati,
on the other hand, is a verb-�nal language; the basic word order in Gujarati is A-V in
intransitive clauses, A-P-V in monotransitive clauses and A-R-U-V in ditransitive clauses.

In terms of basic word order, then, DIP aligns quite clearly with Portuguese, but this
does not describe the complete picture. One important aspect concerns the workings of a
focus position. In Gujarati, the position immediately preceding the VP is said to be the
focus position (where for instance question words occur, see section 9.6.1). This fact has
direct correspondence in DIP, as clari�ed in section 7.8. In Portuguese, on the other hand,
focus depends less heavily on the syntactic placement of constituents.

Attributive adjectives precede the noun in both DIP and Gujarati. This is an areal
feature common to most languages in the South Asian linguistic are (cf. Subbarao 2008).
In Portuguese, on the other hand, they can either be preposed or postposed to the noun.

Adpositional elements are strictly prepositional in both DIP (for some marginal ex-
ceptions, see 7.4.8 and 7.4.10) and Portuguese. In Gujarati, the equivalent elements are
postpositional (often cliticised). The examples in (344) clarify the di�erent nature of ad-
positions (enclosed in brackets in the example sentences) in DIP/Portuguese and Gujarati:

(344) DIP [ku]
INS

kuyEr
spoon

// [n@]
LOC

bastãt
much

paiz
country

`with (a) spoon' // `in several countries'

Ptg. [com]
INS

colher
spoon

// [em]
LOC

vári-o-s
several-m-p

país-es
country-p

`with (a) spoon' // `in several countries'

Guj. camci-[thi]
spoon-INS

// juda∼juda
di�erent∼di�erent

des-o-[mã]
country-p-LOC

`with (a) spoon' // `in several countries'

Both Portuguese and Gujarati permit the ellipsis of clausal constituents, but the lat-
ter places fewer restrictions on which elements may be omitted. In common with the
Indo-Aryan languages in general (see e.g. Masica 1991:396-401), Gujarati allows the null
realisation of virtually every constituent: adjuncts, verbs and NPs are all equally eligible
for deletion. As described in section 7.8.2, ellipsis in DIP is equally unconstrained, so in
this respect the language appears to side with Gujarati.

9.5 Case-marking

Case-marking is one domain in which DIP establishes important parallels with Gujarati,
although the former attributes case with resort to prepositions (but see 9.5.3) while the
latter does so by su�xation and postpositions. Despite these formal di�erences - and the
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fact that the form of DIP prepositions is derived from Portuguese - there is often a one-to-
one distributional correspondence between a DIP case-marker and a Gujarati case-marker.
In this section, I will explore only some aspects of case-marking in these languages: dative
assignment onto arguments (in section 9.5.1), case-marking in possessive constructions (in
section 9.5.2) and, �nally, the formal parallels between DIP complex prepositions and re-
lated constructs in Gujarati (in section 9.5.3).

9.5.1 Dative assignment

The dative case-marker in Gujarati is the su�x -ne,21 and its assignment is to a large
extent semantically-determined. Cardona (1965) interprets this su�x as an object-marker
(`dative-accusative' in other sources) precisely because animate P, U and R arguments all
require -ne. This is however not the case for inanimate arguments, which take no case a�x
at all.

The distribution of DIP dative prepositions a and p@ (see section 7.4.1) partly repro-
duces this basic alignment pattern in Gujarati, with the di�erence that R is obligatorily
dative-marked in DIP whether or not the argument is inanimate (which is also a charac-
teristic of Portuguese, see below); cf. also 7.5 on DIP alignment strategies. Like Gujarati,
DIP non-pronominal P and U arguments are only dative-marked if they are animate.

Case-marking on Gujarati S and A arguments reveals a number of intricate semantic
distinctions, most of which have a clear parallel in DIP. In Gujarati, if the subject has
no control over the action, it is marked with -ne (Cardona 1965, Mistry 2004). `Dative
subjects' occur not only as experiencers of physical sensations but also of mental and psy-
chological states, predicates of necessity, obligation or volitives. Some examples follow:22

(345) a. m@h-ne
1s-DAT

daNt-maN
tooth-LOC

dukhe
pain

ch-e.
EXS-3s

`I have a toothache.'

b. ma-ne
1s-DAT

te
DEM

b	abat-mã
matter-LOC

ras
interest

nath	i.
NEG.EXS

`I have no interest in the matter.'

c. tam-ne
2s-DAT

S�u
what

jo	ie
be.necessary

ch-e?
AUX.PRS-3s

`What do you want/need?'

d. ki²or-ne
K.-DAT

khub
much

ka²Ta
pain

tha-y-�u.
happen-PFV-n

21Not to be mistaken for -n-, a relational (genitive) element which is followed by gender and number
markers (see Cardona and Suthar 2003:677). See also section 9.5.3.

22The example in (345a) is from Cardona (1965:110), (345b) is taken from Dhruva (1920:143), while
(345c) is given in Masica (1991:348) and (345d) in Mistry (2004:7). I retain the authors' original orthog-
raphy, but add morpheme breaks wherever necessary.
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`Kishor was greatly pained.'

Like in Gujarati, S and A arguments in DIP are dative-marked in similar circumstances.
Examples (346) repeat some previously discussed sentences for proper comparison:

(346) a. a
DAT

m�i
1s.OBL

t@me
also

s�et
feel.NPST

as�i
thus

kom
like

vErgoN
shame

purke
because

nOs
1p

�e
in

kaz
house

fal
speak

as�i
thus

n@?
REQ

`I also feel a bit of shame because at home we speak like this, you see?'

b. p@
DAT

El
3s

t@me
also

aprende-w
learn-PST

purtEgez
Portuguese

ku
COM

nOs.
1p

`She also learnt Portuguese from us.'

c. a
DAT

el
3s

te
have.NPST

med.
fear

`He is scared.'

`Dative subjects' are a shared feature of many South Asian languages, commonly given
as support for the South Asian linguistic area (see e.g. Masica 1976, Subbarao 2008). In
Portuguese, dative-marking is typically reserved for bene�ciary arguments only.

9.5.2 Case-marking in possessive constructions

The A argument in a DIP possessive construction is often not case-marked (cf. section
7.5.2), but we have already seen that a dative-marked argument can also be interpreted
as a possessor - cf. e.g. (346c). The competition between the constructions A-V-P and
DAT-A-V-P is not trivial. One important element here is that the transitive possessor verb
te and the intransitive existential te are the same in DIP. Consider the following examples:

(347) a. yo
1s

te
te

�u
one

irmã
sister

i
and

doy
two

irmãw
brother

Go.
Goa

`I have one sister and two brothers in Goa.'

b. a
DAT

m�i
1s.OBL

te
te

�u
one

irmã
sister

i
and

doy
two

irmãw
brother

Go.
Goa

`I have one sister and two brothers in Goa.'

It seems clear that (347a) �lls a monotransitive template. On the other hand, if one
admits that the Dative-marked element in (347b) is an adjunct, then we could interpret
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the clause as intransitive, �u irmã i doy irmãw as S and the verbal form as an occurrence
of existential te. Whatever the interpretation, this type of construction is quite typical of
South Asian languages,23 and Gujarati is no exception. Consider examples (345a,b) above,
as well as (348) - adapted from Cardona (1965:96):

(348) e
DET

man
˙
es-ne

man-DAT
be
two

chokr-a
child-m

ch-e.
EXS-3s

`That man has two sons.' [Lit. `To that man there are two sons.']

Dative-marked possessors are usually reserved for the expression of natural possession
(mental objects and relatives). In Gujarati - and in various South Asian languages (see e.g.
Mahajan 2004) - the possessor may also be locative-marked. The postposition pase/paase
`near' is used to indicate the temporary possession of physical objects (349a) and the loca-
tive su�x -mã/mãã for inbred virtues and vices (349b) - examples provided in Mistry
(2004:6):

(349) a. [raaj
R.

paase]
near

paisaa
money

/ be
two

gaaDi
car

ch-e.
EXS-3s

`Raj has money/two cars.'

b. [raaj-mãã]
R.-LOC

buddhi
intelligence

/ adekhaai
jealousy

ch-e.
EXS-3s

`Raj has intelligence/jealousy.'

In DIP, the A argument in comparable possessive constructions can be marked with
one of the comitative prepositions ku or j�ut d@ - see 7.5 for examples. At �rst sight, the
fact that comitative case is selected in DIP would appear to cancel the parallelism with
Gujarati, but consider that j�ut d@ is also a locative preposition semantically very close
to Guj. pase/paase `near' (see 9.5.3). It is likely that j�ut d@ was originally selected for
this function on account of its locative semantics. Given the additional function of j�ut d@
as a comitative marker, its comitative equivalent ku was at a later stage also allowed in
this function. As case-markers of possessors, there is in fact a frequency di�erential which
favours j�ut d@ over ku, which supports the developmental scenario proposed.

In Portuguese, possessors are never dative-marked or locative-marked. In this respect,
then, DIP sides clearly with Gujarati.

23There is some debate concerning the subjecthood of dative-marked arguments of possessive construc-
tions in South Asian languages. Jayaseelan (1990, 2004), for instance, approaches the issue of Dative
`subjects' in Malayalam possessive constructions and concludes that the Dative-marked element cannot be
said to be the clause's subject. Other authors (see e.g. Mahajan 2004, Mistry 2004), on the other hand,
interpret Dative-marked (or other) arguments of possessive constructions as grammatical subjects.
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9.5.3 The issue of complex adpositions

Despite the obvious di�erences in placement, there is a striking parallelism between Por-
tuguese complex prepositions and Gujarati complex postpositions. In Portuguese, these
consist of a semantic element combined with the relational preposition de `of' (or rather a
de-PP): e.g. antes de `before [Lit. `before of']', ao pé de `near [Lit. `at the foot of']', em
cima de `on top of', em vez de `instead of [Lit. `in turn of']'. In Gujarati, the relational
element is the nominal a�x -n-, which must be followed by gender and number su�xes
(see Cardona and Suthar 2003:677) and which serves to link a given referent to various
postposed elements, resulting in complex postpositions (Mistry 2004:2): e.g. -n-i sathe
`together with' - which functions as a comitative marker -, -n-i pase `near, by' (see 9.5.2),
-n-e b@dle `instead of', -n-i up@r `on top of'. In both Portuguese and Gujarati, the element
identi�ed as a generic relator is used as a genitive marker. In Gujarati, when the referent
involved in one of these complex postpositional templates is pronominal, the pronoun takes
a form similar to that of possessives - see Table 9.5 in section 9.3.1.

From a formal point of view, the DIP complex prepositions (for which, see 6.7 and
7.4) are clearly derived from Portuguese, not only because they are prepositional rather
than adpositional but also because the relational element is the preposition d@: e.g. ãt d@
`before', p@rt d@ `near (of)', sim d@ `on top of', vez d@ `instead of'. On the other hand, there
are certain patterns of use and variation which can only be understood if one recognises
a pragmatic correspondence between particular DIP complex prepositions and particular
Gujarati complex adpositions. I will illustrate this by exploring the use of DIP j�ut d@.

DIP j�ut d@ derives from the Portuguese complex preposition junto de, which is a loca-
tive preposition meaning `near, next to'.24 In DIP, however, j�ut d@ combines the functions
of a locative preposition (`near, next to') and that of a comitative marker (`together with')
- see 7.4.8. It therefore con�ates the functions of two separate complex postpositions in
Gujarati: -n-i pase `near, by' and -n-i sathe `together with'. One of the characteristics of
the latter postposition in Gujarati, corresponding to the comitative construction, is that
while personal pronouns always occur in their genitive form (e.g. mari sathe `with me'),
nouns consistently shun the relational element (e.g. Ramesh sathe `with Ramesh' / FM
radio sathe `with FM radio'). This may begin to explain the fact that, in DIP, expressions
with comitative j�ut d@ plus a nominal participant can easily omit the relational preposition
d@. In addition, j�ut d@ features in most instantiations of a possibility in DIP to alter the
prototypical order of elements in a complex adposition template: e.g. j�ut + d@ + N > (d@)
+ N + j�ut, therefore approaching its Gujarati equivalent not only in function but also in
placement relative to the noun - cf. 7.4.8 and 7.4.10. In truth, other complex prepositions
allow this type of inversion and/or d@ omission (see 7.4.10), but none as freely as j�ut d@.
Crucially, other complex postpositions in Gujarati also admit the absence of case-marking
on nouns but not on pronouns (e.g. mari upper `on me', but Ramesh ni upper / Ramesh
upper `on Ramesh'); absence of the relational element in nouns is however optional for all
these postpositions and only obligatory in the case of the comitative sathe.

24Ptg. junto de is not really used to express comitative, but the element junto(s)/junta(s) does mean
`together' (e.g. nós estudámos juntos `we studied together'). The standard comitative marker in Portuguese
is com `with', but it is not uncommon for junto and com to be combined into a novel (emphatic) complex
comitative preposition: junto com `together with'.
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9.6 Aspects of syntax

This section explores some aspects of DIP syntax in search of parallels with either Por-
tuguese or Gujarati. The issue is much too vast to be covered here, and therefore this
comparative analysis is simply illustrative. The various subsections deal with the syn-
tax of content questions (9.6.1), copular constructions (9.6.2), comparative constructions
(9.6.3) and the issue of the passive (9.6.4). The parallelism between Gujarati and DIP
conjunct verbs is explained in 9.6.5, and the origins of DIP negative concord are explored
in 9.6.6. Finally, 9.6.7 analyses the form of utterance complements.

9.6.1 Content question formation

Portuguese is somewhat �exible regarding the placement of the interrogative element (be
it an interrogative pro-form or an interrogated NP) in content questions. The sentences in
(350) illustrate Portuguese interrogatives indicating the optional positions of the interrog-
ative elements (given in square brackets):

(350) a. [quant-a-s
how.many-f-p

vez-es]
time-p

já
already

[quant-a-s
how.many-f-p

vez-es]
time-p

te
2s

avis-ei
warn-PST.1s

[quant-a-s
how.many-f-p

vez-es]?
time-p

`How many times have I already warned you?'

b. [como
how

é
COP.PRS.3s

que]
CMP

tu
2s

vi-este
come-PST.2s

[como]?
how

`How did you come?'

Despite the variation observed, the prototypical position is initial (Mateus et al. 2003:464�).
In Gujarati as well as most Indo-Aryan languages (see Masica 1991:386�), on the other
hand, the interrogative elements are more strictly bound to one position, which is the focus
position immediately preceding the VP.25 The examples in (351) were taken from Cardona
(1965:105;142):

(351) a. t@hm-e
2s-AG

mumb@i-maN
M.-LOC

kyahre
when

h@-²-o?
EXS-FUT-m.s

`When will you be in Bombay?'

b. rame²
R.

²uN
what

kam
work

k@re
do

ch-e?
AUX.PRS-3s

`What work does Ramesh do?'

25The VP is in this case meant to include close-knit VP modi�ers, such as clausal negators
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c. t@hm-e
2p-AG

kem
how

aw-y-a?
come-PST-m.p

`How did you come?'

On rare occasions, an argument may retain its hold onto the focus position, in which
case the interrogative element will precede it. Consider example (352), from Lambert
(1971:120), quoted in Masica (1991:387):

(352) 	ap
2s

ky	are
when

gh	er
house

jav	an	a
come

ch-o?
AUX-2p

`When are you coming home?'

With respect to the placement of interrogative elements in content questions, DIP mir-
rors Gujarati very closely. As described in sections 7.2.4 and 7.6.2.3, the DIP interrogative
element is bound to the pre-verbal focus position. As an illustration, consider example
(353), the translation equivalent of the Portuguese question in (350b) and its Gujarati
counterpart in (351c):

(353) use
2s

kom
how

vey?
come.PST

`How did you come?'

The order of elements in this question cannot be modi�ed, unless the displaced con-
stituents are bracketed o� by intonational breaks. It is interesting to notice that, even
though DIP aligns with Portuguese with respect to the basic word order of simple declar-
atives (cf. 9.4), the language clearly sides with Gujarati syntax when it comes to content
question formation.

9.6.2 Copular constructions

In Gujarati non-verbal predication, the copular verb may be omitted if the polarity of the
clause is positive. This is exempli�ed in (354):

(354) Subodh-n-i
S.-of-f

n@v-i
new-f

kavita
poem

gh@n
˙
-i

much-f
sund@r
beautiful

(ch-e).
COP.PRS-3p

`Subodh's new poem is very beautiful'

The copula is required in negative polarity contexts. The copular auxiliary has speci�c
negative forms (e.g. n@thi) which are used in such cases.

As far as Portuguese is concerned, a copula is always required to accompany non-
verbal predication. This language makes use of an individual-level copula (the verb ser)
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and a stage-level copula (the verb estar), with somewhat di�erent semantics. The former
indicates that the truth-value of the predication is perceived as stable, whereas the latter
constructs a predication believed to be temporary.

DIP sides with Portuguese almost entirely with respect to the expression of non-verbal
predication. The copula is a verbal element which cannot be omitted, and the language
also makes use of two di�erent copulas (E/Er and te/tiN, see section 7.1.3) indicating sta-
ble and temporary conditions respectively. There is an important aspect concerning the
DIP stage-level copula, however, which does show Gujarati in�uence. In Gujarati, the
verbal form which functions as a copula is also an auxiliary verb, and it is also used in
existential, locative and possessive constructions. The DIP form of the stage-level copula
te/tiN appears not to be immediately derived from the Portuguese copula estar or any of
its in�ected forms but from the possessive verb ter `to have' [PST tinha `had']. In modern
DIP, the functional scope of te/tiN coincides with that of its Gujarati counterpart in that
it is not only a copular verb and a possessive verb but also an existential, an auxiliary and
a locative verb.26

9.6.3 Comparative construction

The comparative construction is Portuguese makes use of a comparative particle (do) que,
which precedes the standard of comparison. The order of elements is very much �xed: the
comparee is followed by the copular verb, followed by the parameter (modi�ed by either
mais `more' or menos `less'), the comparative particle and �nally the standard of compar-
ison. An example is given in (355):

(355) aquel-e
DEMd-m

é
COP.PRS.3s

mais
more

barat-o
cheap-m

(do) que
COMP

est-e.
DEMp-m

`That one is cheaper than this one.'

In Gujarati, comparison always manifests superiority and involves a locational strategy
in that the standard is expressed in ablative case, marked with the su�x -thi; alterna-
tively, a postposition kertã, exclusive to comparative constructions, can be used. Both the
standard of comparison and the comparee precede the parameter of comparison, but their
order is interchangeable. Notice the following examples (from Cardona 1965:91), in which
the standard of comparison is enclosed in square brackets:

(356) a. pel-�u
DEM-N

[a-thi]
DEM-ABL

s@st-�u
cheap-N

ch-e.
COP.PRS-3p

`That one is cheaper than this one.'

26Clements and Koontz-Garboden (2002:200) report the same pattern of macrofunctionality for Korlai
IP, as well as Daman IP (with the exception of the copula), re�ecting the strategies of Marathi and Gujarati
respectively.
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b. [pel-a
DEM-OBL

gh@r
house

kertã]
kertã

a
DEM

gh@r
house

sund@r
beautiful

che.
PRS-3p

`This house is more beautiful than that house.'

In (356a), the ablative-marked standard of comparison (in this case a pronominal ar-
gument) occurs after the comparee, while in (356b) it precedes the comparee. The relative
position of the two arguments is always �exible, not a function of the two standard-marking
strategies. Notice also that there is no modi�cation whatsoever of the expressed parameter.

The DIP construction is, in a sense, a mix of both the Portuguese and the Gujarati
systems - see section 7.11.1. The DIP comparative involves a particle construction (us-
ing the comparative particle ki) with a modi�ed parameter (modi�ed by may, very rarely
by men) and an ablative-marked standard (marked by the preposition d@). The order of
constituents is close to that of Portuguese. Contrast the DIP example in (357) with the
equivalent Portuguese and Gujarati clauses given in (355) and (356a) respectively:

(357) ik@
DEMd

E
COPi.NPST

may
more

barat
cheap

ki
COMP

d-es.
ABL-DEMp

`That one is cheaper than this one.'

9.6.4 Passive construction

Gujarati has both a morphological passive and a periphrastic passive. As explained in sec-
tion 9.2.2, the verbal passive a�x is -a-, appended to the root of the verb (implying root
alterations if they are vowel-�nal or contain the segment /a/) - see example (358a). The
periphrastic passive involves a participle form of the verb and a form of the verb av�u `to
come' providing TAM information - this is exempli�ed in (358b), adapted from Cardona
and Suthar (2003):

(358) a. mara-thi
1s-ABL

a
DEM

kam
work

n@hi
NEG

k@r-a-y.
do-PASS-3p

`I won't be able to do this job.' [Lit. `This job won't be done by me']

b. mara-thi
1s-ABL

a
DEM

kam
work

n@hi
NEG

k@r-v-a-mã
do-PTCP-m-LOC

av-e.
come-3p

`I won't be able to do this job.' [Lit. `This job won't be done by me']

The agent argument is modi�ed by the ablative-marker -thi but no particular case-
marking is required on the undergoer. The Gujarati passive does not involve any particular
alteration to the prototypical word order either. In this language, a passive construction
is often used simply to express (in)ability, as in the previous examples.

In Portuguese, the passive construction is strictly periphrastic, involving a participle
and a form of the verb ser `to be' in�ected for TAM. The sentences in (359) exemplify this
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construction:

(359) a. tu
2s

já
already

fo-ste
be-PST.2s

avisa-d-o.
warn-PTCP-m

`You have already been warned.'

b. a
ART.f

pedra
stone

foi
be.PST.3s

atira-d-a
throw-PTCP-f

por
by

el-e.
3s-m

`The stone was thrown by him.'

The Portuguese passive is an e�ective strategy to demote the agent of the predicate
and enhance the pragmatic centrality of the undergoer. The undergoer appears in subject
(i.e., �rst) position; the agent need not be expressed at all, but whenever expressed it is
embedded in a PP introduced by por `by'.

In DIP, the most frequent strategy to demote a particular argument which is deemed
non-essential for the speech-act is simply to omit it - see section 7.8.2. DIP lacks any
formal means to passivise - see chapter 7 fn. 14. The absence of a passive construction is
therefore one of the features with respect to which DIP departs from both Gujarati and
Portuguese.

9.6.5 Conjunct verbs

Section 7.1.4 described the DIP constructs called conjunct verbs, i.e. complex verbs which
result from the combination of a light verb (faze `to make', in the case of DIP) and a
non-verbal element. These constructs function as a single predicative unit: the non-verbal
element does not occupy an argument slot, and the combination often acquires very spe-
ci�c semantics. An equivalent strategy is very widespread among modern Indo-Aryan
languages.27 In Gujarati, the most common light verb involved is karv�u `to make' (equiv-
alent to DIP faze). Examples include fon karv�u 'to make a phone call' [Lit. `to make
telephone'], yad karv�u 'to remind' [Lit. `to make memory'] and saf karv�u 'to clean' [Lit.
`to make clean']. Consider the following example, from Cardona and Suthar (2003:688):

(360) m�E
1s.AG

n@di
river[f]

par
up

k@r-i.
make-PFV.f

`I crossed the river.'

27A di�erent label for these complexes in the literature on South Asian languages is nominal-verb com-
plexes. These should however not be mistaken for compound verbs, which refer to the combination of
two verb forms, even though the distinction is not clear in the work of some scholars, see for instance
Koul (2003) concerning Kashmiri or Kachru (2008) on Hindustani. Masica (1991:368�) provides an overall
account of the phenomenon across the Indo-Aryan language family. For Gujarati, see Cardona (1965) and
Cardona and Suthar (2003). Kachru (1982) deals with conjunct verbs in both Hindi-Urdu and Persian,
Pandharipande (2003) reports them in Marathi, and Shackle (2003) in Panjabi.
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In (360), there is evidence that par k@r- `up make' functions as a unit, given that the
verb agrees in gender and number with n@di `river'. The fact that Portuguese does not
feature a parallel possibility means that DIP aligns with Gujarati with respect to the use
and productivity of conjunct verbs.

9.6.6 Negative concord

Unlike DIP, Gujarati does not allow double negation. The occurrence of a negated NP
does away with any additional clausal negator.

In Portuguese, on the other hand, negated NPs (e.g. nenhum aluno `no pupil') or
negative pronominals (e.g. ninguém `nobody') co-occur with clausal negation - therefore
producing negative concord - but only in the event that the negated constituent appears
after the clausal negator. This is exempli�ed in (361):

(361) a. ninguém
nobody

/ nenh-um
NEGct-m

alun-o
pupil-m

aparece-u.
show.up-PST.3s

`Nobody / no pupil showed up.'

b. não
NEGcl

aparece-u
show.up-PST.3s

ninguém
nobody

/ nenh-um
NEGct-m

alun-o.
pupil-m

`Nobody / no pupil showed up.'

In (361a), the negated NP/negative pronoun occurs clause-initially and, as such, no
clausal negation is licensed. In (361b), on the other hand, the fact that the verb precedes
the negated constituent triggers double negation; in these circumstances, double negation
is not only possible but obligatory.

One may be inclined to attribute DIP negative concord to its main lexi�er language,
but the truth is DIP di�ers from Portuguese (and from Gujarati) in that negative concord
is obligatory whenever a negated constituent is realised, irrespective of its position relative
to the clausal negator - see section 7.7 for further details.

9.6.7 Utterance complements

This section deals solely with a subtype of complement clauses, viz. utterance comple-
ments, those which report an utterance as complements of verbs of saying such as `to tell',
`to say' or `to declare'. In DIP, the most common utterance verbs are fala `to say' and dize
`to say'. Their clausal complements are expressed in direct speech (with rare exceptions)
and may or may not be introduced by the complementiser ki. Like other complement
clauses, the complements of utterance verbs normally follow the main clause - see section
7.10.1 for a full description of these constructions.

In Portuguese, complements of utterance predicates may occur in direct or indirect
speech, but the former never admit the complementiser que while the latter require its
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presence:

(362) a. o
ART.m

João
J.

di-sse:
say-PST.3s

"espera
wait.IMP

por
for

mim".
1s.OBL

`João said: "wait for me".'

b. o
ART.m

João
J.

di-sse
say-PST.3s

que
CMP

esper-ass-e
wait-SBJV-IPFV.1s

por
for

ele.
3s

`João told me to wait for him.' [Lit. `João said that I (should) wait for him.']

The sentence in (362a) features an utterance complement in direct speech, while in
(362b) the complement is introduced by the complementiser que and appears in indirect
speech. Whereas the order of elements is the same in Portuguese and DIP (i.e., the
utterance complement follows the main clause and the eventual complementiser is clause-
initial), the two diverge signi�cantly in that DIP does not select indirect speech and allows
the co-occurrence of direct speech and the complementiser.

The equivalent strategy in Gujarati sheds some light onto the DIP/Portuguese divide.
In Gujarati, complement clauses in general can be placed either prior to the main clause
or after it, the latter being the most common placement. The subordinators used in each
of the constructions are di�erent. The element ke28 is clause-initial and introduces com-
plements postposed to the main clause, while Em is clause-�nal and follows a complement
clause preposed to the main clause. These competing possibilities are exempli�ed in (363)
- adapted from Cardona and Suthar (2003:690):

(363) a. ki²or-e
K.-AG

k@h-y-�u
say.PFV-n

[ke
CMP

mar-i
POSS.1s-f

rah
way

jo-j-o].
look-IMP-p

`Kishore told me to wait for him.' [Lit. `Kishore said that "look my way".']

b. [mar-i
POSS.1s-f

rah
way

jo-j-o
look-IMP-p

Em]
CMP

ki²or-e
K.-AG

k@h-y-�u.
say.PFV-n

`Kishore told me to wait for him.' [Lit. `"Look my way" Kishore said.']

The complements in sentences in (363) - the sequences in square brackets - are utterance
complements and appear in direct speech form whatever their position relative to the main
clause (see also Masica 1991:403). Indirect speech utterance complements are in fact also
available to Gujarati speakers, although they are dispreferred to direct speech.

The structural possibilities of utterance complements in DIP therefore show in�uence
from both Gujarati and Portuguese: the fact that the complementiser is optional owes to
Portuguese while the fact that the complement is consistently expressed in direct speech
(even in combination with a complementiser) appears to be modelled on Gujarati.

28Ke also occurs with di�erent functions, viz. as a disjunctive conjunction meaning `or' and, in colloquial
speech, as a tag (which is probably a reduction of ke nahi `or not').
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9.7 Concluding remarks

Any language which operates and evolves in a multilingual space is exposed to a highly
diverse pool of available features and, particularly in the relative absence of standardising
pressure, more or less free to select features and recombine them into new systems. The
challenge for contact linguistics is therefore to formulate principles and criteria to account
for the actual selections made by particular languages. This subsection intends to ascertain
to what extent the comparison e�ected in the present chapter may contribute to our under-
standing of the mechanisms of language change. As it turns out, the evidence unearthed
for DIP is more iconoclastic than conclusive. Let us begin by determining whether it is
possible to recognise general guiding principles behind the complex typological allegiances
of DIP.

9.7.1 The typological allegiances of DIP

The most striking observation concerning the comparative study e�ected here is that, in
typological terms, DIP sides with Gujarati, or Portuguese, or departs from both in ways
that are anything but straightforward. It is not possible to quantify the contribution of
each of the ancestor languages to the typological make-up of DIP, nor was that the intention
of this study, but it is possible to try and understand whether or not the contributions of
one or the other are restricted to di�erent domains.

In some cases, one can abstract general trends shaping the alignment of DIP with
Portuguese or Gujarati. The most powerful generalisation is the one that attributes to
Portuguese the role of privileged lexi�er. As we have seen before, for all the ease with
which DIP-speakers juggle lexical material from various sources, Portuguese has provided
the vast majority of the most current lexical labels in DIP and, signi�cantly, the forms of
nearly all of its functional items. Another clear dichotomy operates within the domains
of phonology and phonetics. As noticed in 9.1.3.5, in general the phonological system of
DIP owes much to Classical Portuguese, though not without various systematic alterations
which, however, cannot clearly be assigned to Gujarati in�uence. The contribution of
Gujarati in this domain is vast but mostly con�ned to the realm of phonetic realisation.

In other domains, such as syntax, a similar division of tasks is elusive. Recall, for
instance, that while DIP sides with Portuguese with regard to its basic word order (section
9.4), it follows the syntactic precepts of Gujarati very closely with respect to question
formation (section 9.6.1).

It is also often the case that DIP mirrors a particular structure or possibility from
one of its ancestor languages but introduces alterations. One case in point is that of
negative concord which, despite being shared with Portuguese, has in fact a degree of
acceptance (and obligatority) in DIP which goes beyond the possibilities of double negation
in Portuguese (see section 9.6.6).

It is interesting to notice that certain characteristics of DIP combine elements from both
Gujarati and Portuguese. Recall for instance the structure of the comparative in DIP, which
makes use of both a Portuguese-style comparative marker plus parameter modi�cation, and
Gujarati-style ablative case on the standard of comparison (section 9.6.3); or the variation
observed in the expression of utterance complements (section 9.6.7). In addition, while
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shunning the S-O-V word order of Gujarati, DIP retains a very clear preverbal focus
position modelled on this language, giving rise for instance to innovative constructions
such as those involving constituent doubling (section 7.8.3).

Finally, DIP often di�ers from both Portuguese and Gujarati, as for instance with
regard to stress assignment rules (section 9.1.3.4), the absence of a passive construction
(section 9.6.4) or the relative marginality of nominal/verbal morphology (section 9.2).
These singularities beg the question whether they are DIP innovations or whether they
can be accounted for with reference to those strands of initial input (e.g. the putative
Portuguese-based pidgin, other Indian or European languages, non-standard varieties of
all the intervening languages) which are less well de�ned than Gujarati or Portuguese (see
section 3.3). Many of these questions cannot be answered at this stage, see 9.7.2 below.

The realisation of the typological `hybridity' of DIP poses a serious challenge to almost
any `one-size-�ts-all' theory of contact language formation. Traditional views of high-
contact languages as consisting of the combination of one language's lexicon with another
language's grammar29 cannot fully account for the panorama in DIP; we have established
that, alongside Indo-Aryan syntactic structures, semantic patterns, pragmatic strategies
and so forth, DIP also sides strongly with Portuguese in domains other than the lexicon.
The truth is the overall picture begs the recognition that high-contact varieties may be
more intricately mixed than often assumed.

9.7.2 Diachrony

The comparative study carried out in this chapter (as well as the description of DIP in
general) highlighted some important diachronic facts. One of the most relevant is the fact
that the linguistic input involved in the initial stages of language contact (the early/mid-
16th century, see chapter 3) has had an impact on DIP which, in various domains, has
not been supplanted by later change a�ecting the linguistic landscape of Diu. This was
made particularly evident with the discussion of DIP phonology, which revealed that the
language retains certain segments and oppositions which can only be traced back to Classi-
cal Portuguese, not to Modern Portuguese (see section 9.1) or Gujarati. A similarly point
was made in the discussion of DIP lexicon, in particular with regard to the retention of
Portuguese archaisms (see section 8.7.1).

It is important to understand, with regard to the diachrony of DIP, that the languages
most centrally involved in its formation (Gujarati and Portuguese) have remained in con-
stant contact with DIP to this day. Therefore, the fact that the in�uence of the earliest
stages of these languages is still visible reminds us that the moment of initial contact
is often particularly determinant: the founder principle of evolutionary biology and �rst
applied to the study of language contact by Mufwene (1996, 2001).

This certainly does not mean DIP crystallised at any point of its history. Despite
the absence of early sources, it is possible to observe change even just when we confront

29An instantiation of this view enforms the theory that language contact primarily entails relexi�cation
(i.e. the replacement of a language's structures and semantics with another language's lexical labels), as
de�ned for instance in Lefebvre (1998, 2004). See DeGra� (2002) for a survey and critique of the concept
of relexi�cation and its application to creole genesis.
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the present state of the language with the 19th-century corpus available (see section 1.3).
Section 7.2.7.1 described how the standard pluralising strategy in the 19th century involved
nominal reduplication, which has almost entirely disappeared from modern DIP. Further
comparison will reveal additional evidence of recent change, including the loss of a preverbal
Past tense marker j@ (obligatorily preposed to every in�ected Past perfective verb forms, in
the 19th c.) or the alteration of certain possessive and pronominal forms (see this chapter
fn. 16).

In general, though, the absence of early records of the language makes it impossible
to ascertain whether certain traits of DIP were selected from the original linguistic caul-
dron, established in the earliest stages of language contact, or whether they result from
subsequent processes of change. As a result, one cannot be precise regarding such issues
as the `primary' source of linguistic material for DIP or the `directionality' of subsequent
change. Nonetheless, the sociohistorical data at our disposal (see chapter 3) and recent
observations suggest that an important constant throughout the history of DIP has been
the tension between the normative pull of standard Portuguese and the tendency towards
metatypy (to use the terminology proposed by Ross 1996, 2001) or convergence (in the
sense of e.g. Gumperz and Wilson 1971) with Gujarati.

Multilingualism has been the norm among native speakers of DIP, from the very in-
ception of the language to the present day, and multilingualism is a precondition for the
operation of linguistic convergence (see Sridhar 2008). The crucial factor here is that,
from very early on, the DIP-speaking community has been mostly made up of local Diuese
for whom Gujarati was a strong second language (see 3.2.3.1) and Portuguese was not.30

Therefore, for most of the history of DIP, Portuguese has played the role of a prestigious
norm pro�ciently spoken by either non-speakers of DIP or a small minority of native-
speakers, while Gujarati has been a highly �uent second-language for the vast majority
(if not the whole) of the DIP-speaking population. Their in�uence on DIP (beyond the
formative stages) therefore operated through rather di�erent mechanisms. Gujarati exerts
a converging pull naturally arising from its widespread use within the DIP-speaking com-
munity; the function of Portuguese as a norm, on the other hand, is somewhat weakened
by the fact that the language has had only limited currency in Diu, in the recent past at
least.

The result of the con�ict between the normative and converging forces is to `arrest' the
expected process of metatypy towards Gujarati, which may explain some of the seemingly
incongruous patterns of typological allegiance described in section 9.7.1. The decline in
the presence and role of Portuguese in Diu which has taken place since 1961 (see chapter
2) is likely to eventually tip the scales in favour of convergence with Gujarati, but the
relevant variables are entirely social and, as such, dependent on such unpredictable factors
as sociopolitical feeling, educational e�orts, population movement or a�ection.

30I do not mean to imply, as some scholars have concerning the formation of creole languages, that the
motivation behind the formation of DIP was some sort of `missed' attempt at acquiring Portuguese - see
Baker (1990) for an assessment of this notion. Much on the contrary, it is fair to recognise that DIP is
the linguistic manifestation of a community which has been highly succesful as mediator between rather
distinct cultural worlds - i.e., a community negotiating `multiple identity alignment', in the formulation of
Ansaldo (forthcoming).
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9.7.3 Further study

The data provided in the present description opens up a number of di�erent avenues for fur-
ther research. One of the most promising involves a systematic comparison with other con-
tact varieties which have arisen in similar typological and/or social circumstances. Natu-
rally, the most obvious objects of comparison are the other IP varieties and the Portuguese-
lexi�ed creoles of Asia, in general. One cannot expect to �nd patterns of feature selection
and adaptation being replicated in all languages, but a comparative study of this nature
will permit the exploration of a number of di�erent questions:

a) the exact features available to the creators of these languages at a given point in
time, given that the feature pool which fed into the di�erent varieties was probably over-
lapping to some extent;

b) the directionality (if any) of the spread of Portuguese-lexi�ed contact varieties across
Asia, associated to the intuitive hypothesis that, along the eastward political expansion of
the Portuguese in the early 16th century, population and linguistic transfer must have also
proceeded eastwards;

c) the extent to which the Portuguese-lexi�ed contact varieties of Asia developed in
isolation, and to what extent they in�uenced each other; recall the `recíproca transfusão
parcial' [partial reciprocal transfusion] hypothesis advanced in Dalgado (1917) - see chapter
3 fn. 39;

d) the hypothesis that a high degree of overlap in the relevant typological contexts
resulted in a high degree of similarity between the di�erent varieties.

It would be advantageous to bring other contact varieties of (South) Asia on board such
a contrastive study, such as e.g. Bazaar Hindi, Sri Lanka Malay or Nagamese (see Smith
2008a). It would be particularly interesting to determine how much of the speci�ty of DIP
can be assigned to areal factors. As an example, notice that even a super�cial comparison
between DIP and Sri Lanka Malay reveals striking similarities in terms of the adoption of
Indic case-marking strategies (cf. Aboh and Ansaldo 2007, Ansaldo 2008). Given that so
much of the outcome of language contact is determined by social factors, I am convinced
that further analysis of the social contexts of (South) Asian contact varieties will clarify
the mechanisms by which these languages formed and developed.
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